MATTHEW CAMIDGE

SIX CONCERTOS FOR SOLO ORGAN
EDITED BY BARBARA HARBACH
Little information is known about the English organist and composer Matthew Camidge (1758-1844). Born and raised in
York, he succeeded his father John Camidge (1735-1803), also a composer and keyboardist, as organist in 1799 at Belfry
Church in York. In addition to these Concertos, he published accompanied sonatas, marches, method books, psalm and
hymn tunes, preludes, sonatas, and lessons.
The title page provides this additional information: Six CONCERTOS for the Orga11 or Gra11d Pia110 Forte Composed &
Dedicated with the greatest Respecl lo his 111uch Esteemed Frie11d William Shield Esquire by Matthew Camidge. Op. 13, Pr[ice] 8
s[hillings]. NB the Author i11 this Work has E11deavo11red to imitate the particular Style of Music which has been so long Admired
11a111ely that of HANDEL & CORELLI, this Ack11owledgement will he hopes secure hi111 from the Critics Censure. London. Printed
& Sold by Preston at his Wholesale Warehouses 97, Strand.
These solo organ Concertos, published c. 1815, are apparently written in the style of Handel fifty years earlier. Handel's
concertos were originally written for organ and small orchestra, and were to be played as interludes between the acts of
his oratorios. However, Camidge's Concertos appear to be more similar to the four-movement voluntaries of Charles
Wesley, also published c. 1815, with the same four-movement format of a short introduction or prelude, fugue, slow
movement, and ending with a march or similar genre piece.
Throughout the six Concertos, Camidge indicates the use of a three-manual organ with the pedal indicated for the low
range or when the octave bass notes exceed the manual compass. The indicated manuals include [I] Full or Tutti, [II]
Swell, [Ill] Soft or Diapasons. The Swell has dynamic indications of p,f, cresc., dim., and hairpin designations.
On the title page Camidge writes that the Grand Piano Forte can be used as well as the organ. The Concertos are playable
on the piano, but there are several places where the organ executes the passage more successfully. This occurs when the
pedal needs to hold the long pedal points, then leaving the left hand free to participate in the counterpoint. The
performer can choose his or her own level of pedal involvement, from playing only the long pedal points in the pedal to
executing a more nimble pedal part.
Four of the Concertos are in a minor key (II, III, IV, and VI), and each concerto begins with a short introduction or
prelude-like movement, in most cases ending in the dominant key in order to usher in the Fugue. The high-spirited
fugues contain three voices and are played on the Full Organ [I). The episodic areas of only two voices are played on the
Soft Organ [II or III]. The fugues utilize the full range of the keyboard, with energetic rhythms, sequences, modulations,
the interjection of unexpected and delightful chords, long pedal points, some added chromaticism, strings of suspensions,
strettos, and with several of the concertos ending with the Handelian Adagios. The slow movements are mainly in ternary
form, melodic and graceful. The final movement is either a March, Minuet, or rondo. The rather high tessitura of the
fugues may be an attempt to clarify the texture of the counterpoint, and thereby enhancing the sound of the English
diapasons.
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE

Many appoggiatura grace notes, both eighth and sixteenth, are indicated, and it is appropriate to interpret the grace note,
played on the beat, as approximately one half the rhythmic value of the following note. Trills may be interpreted as
occurring on the beat beginning with the principal note or the note above depending on the musical context. Dotted
rhythms consisting of a dotted eighth followed by a sixteenth may be played as a triplet if the surrounding values are
triplets, but executed as written if the neighboring areas are sixteenths. In movements where the French Overture style is
evident as in the first movement of Concerto I, it is possible to double dot the first note and then play the sixteenths as
thirty-second notes.
EDITOR'S Norn: This performing edition is an Urtext in which few ornaments, phrasing, articulation, or dynamics have
been added to the score that were not originally provided by the composer. Each performer may determine these details
following the composer's indications. However, the editor has unified ornaments, phrasing, articulation, and dynamics
within passages or in restatements except where the composer clearly wanted variety with each recurrence. Likewise,
obvious harmonic uniformity was provided by the editor (for example, where chromatic alterations were not carried out
consistently in the original edition within passages or chords). Unnecessary accidentals were omitted, and the notation
was altered occasionally to conform to modern standards. Any suggestions by the editor are within brackets.
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